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Biden & Harris Victory To GANG STALKING 

What Role Do Local Fusion Centers Play In Contracting People 

Out To Community Harassment and Organized Stalking? 
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It Is What It Is Gang      

Stalking 

Honestly, I did not have a       

preference as to who was the      

next president, but I am happy      

to see their will be some fresh       

new faces in the White House.      

Especially a female president,    

lets face it you good ole boys       

ain’t nothing without the heart     

and backbone of a woman. I am       

not saying new faces means new      

strategies and changes because I     

already see GANG STAKING. 

Here we go same ole shit       

different presidents. Lets take a     

look at what I found to be a gang         

stalking tactic by our 2021     

elected presidents. The video       

that was released by J. Biden      

and K. Harris after they won the       

election was a big  

disappointment. The video is    

a good gesture, but to a      

targeted individual like me its     

straight targeting. If you    

review my fb wall you will see I        

repeatedly speak on the    

subject of how the electronic     

abusers framed me, and how I      

see them frame other TIs by      

manipulating their head.   

 

See Full Article 

This is what you need to           
understand. 

Fusion centers are ran strictly       

through Homeland security. I think     

we have a total of 90 fusion centers in         

the U.S as of right now. We also have         

900 prison FEMA camps or     

concentration camps in the U.S. right      

now! That’s a whole other ball game. 

The fusion centers role are strictly to       

put you under 24/7 illegal     

surveillance. Once the fusion centers     

have targeted an individual, that     

individual is now on the federal      

terrorist watchlist! The individuals    

name can never be removed. This is       

where the U.S. Patriot Act is load of        

crap. The U.S. Patriot Act makes this       

legal for this torture and terrorism. 

Surveillance Under the   

USA/PATRIOT Act 

Normally a narcissist, a worthless     

police officer, or a worthless judge      

puts you on the gang stalking list. 

The police departments and FBI are      

in charge of finding gang stalkers! The       

police departments hire the gang     

stalkers and so does the FBI. 

FBI is Secretly Targeting, Surveilling,     

and Gang Stalking Innocent    

Americans Using Fraudulent    

“Anti-Terrorism” As Pretext (youtube    

interviews and transcriptions) – Gang     

Stalking, Mind Control, and Cults     

Then you have the cyber stalking that       

is strictly through our wonderful FBI! 

This is the FBI biggest role in the gang         

stalking. The FBI is 100% totally to       

blame for cyber stalking and cyber      

security.  

Cyberstalking | Federal Bureau of 

Investigation Full Article  

 

Author  Kenney Gleason 
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TI’s Never Stop Fighting Here’s WHY VS TRUMPS SILENT MAjORITY  
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illustration By Stephen  

 

Stop The Gang Stalking 

Gang Stalkers are predictor vulchers who prey upon innocent people. I was always 

happy in my life, prosperous, busy working and owned a home for many years. I 

owned four properties, since I was 28 and my family home life the priority to me 

then we were Gang Stalked my many cars in the summer of 2008 and our cats went 

missing when Gang Stalkers were on our cul de sac street in a suburb community 

and a black sports car lis plate SEPAGO stalked our mail box for four hours parked 

right in front of it as they would reach in the mail box and steal our mail. I feel that 

arresting Gang Stalkers is what should happen to stop this illegal activity from 

going on, a year in County Jail, a year on Probation is what all the Gang Stalkers 

should have to do for harming innocent people so badly.  For Full Article  

Author Nancy Gail Fox 

“Complaining About A 
Problem Without Posing 
A Solution Is Called 
Whining.” 

 
Theodore Roosevelt  

 

Aaron Marcus  
Special agent Nathan hynes from 

the Ventura field office, with a 

midwestern area code, like 

Nebraska, was involved a year or 

so ago and lost contact. I need a 

prisoner relocation, I am not safe 

here. I am a prisoner stripped of 

constitutional rights with 

everyone around me playing 

pretend and using and abusing 

me for 28 years the victim of 

Zersetzung, Full Article 

 Author Aaron Marcus 

 
 

 WHAT’S NEW 

TI TV Channels 

What is TIs Fight Back TV  
TIs Fight Back Channel for educating       

TIs with a selection of videos to help        

TIs understand the TI subject they are       

interested in learning more about. 

TI Messenger  

Targeted Individuals you now have the      

ability to send and receive personal      

messages to fellow TIs as well as block        

communications all togeter. The great     

news is for upcoming events and      

conference calls you can send out a mass        

announcement to the TI community. 

Happy Birthday  

December MK Ultra   

Babies 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/7307?s=1&r=6
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-protecting-american-monuments-memorials-statues-combating-recent-criminal-violence/
http://tisfightback.com/stop-the-gang-stalking
http://tisfightback.com/author/medium4god
http://tisfightback.com/aaron-marcus
http://tisfightback.com/author/aaron-markowitz-no-relation
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Dr. James Giordano: The Brain is           
the Battlefield of the Future 
Dr. James Giordano, Chief of the Neuroethics Studies Program and          

Scholar-in-Residence in the Pellegrino Center for Clinical Bioethics at         

Georgetown University, speaks to cadets and faculty about how         

advancements in neuroscience and neurotechnology will impact the        

future of war. This event was hosted by the Modern War Institute at West              

Point.  Video  

Obstruction of Justice 
The investigator is hiding the people of the condemnation website. It’s           

called a “Put to Death” website these days. 

The investigator gets paid a lot of money from those people. He gets the              

money the internet pays for the website that has been going on for 18              

years now. They get paid to follow me and they constantly torture me.             

Their investigator does all he can to torture me too. Full Article  

My Poetry As a Targeted Individual 
I have written Poetry about my Targeted Individual experiences. It helps           

me to get through it. 

A concerning type of science is rapidly developing that has serious           

capabilities of victimizing innocent citizens– resulting in serious health         

risks, privacy violations, freedoms being lost, information/identity theft,  

 

 

Author  Kenney Gleason 

 

and in some cases death – as well as many          

unethical practices being applied. This     

science involves the use of involuntary      

implantation ofmicrochips into humans    

and can and has been known, to have been         

done without knowledge or consent of the       

individual! Medical professionals often    

miss diagnose victims as delusional. 

 

Author  Shelly Williams 

 

Gangstalked by David 

Morrow aka Hard 

Target  

V2k 
 
I am being tortured 24/7, 7 days a week. I have been misdiagnosed with 

schizophrenia and have been forced to take an injection of medication for 

a year and a half. I am blessed to have a loving family as I have lost 

everything else. My physical pieces of identity, friends and most 

importantly my job. 

 

Greetings my fellow TIs, my name is David 

Morrow and ive been a high priority target 

since march of 2019.  What started it all 

was my video evidence i had that a 

producer from national geographic got 

wind of and then followed by a national 

geographic documentary entitled animal  

Full Article   Author David Morrow 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N02SK9yd60s&feature=emb_title
http://tisfightback.com/author/sheboney
http://tisfightback.com/author/sheboney
http://tisfightback.com/author/sheboney
http://tisfightback.com/author/kenney44266
http://tisfightback.com/author/sheboney
http://tisfightback.com/author/sheboney
http://tisfightback.com/author/sheboney
http://tisfightback.com/gangstalked-by-david-morrow-aka-hard-target
http://tisfightback.com/author/hard-target
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WHAT’S COMING 

 

Voice To Skull/V2K 

V2K - voice to skull device - is a weapon use for transmitting voices with low or high frequencies. Voices can be for commands or                         

harassments attacks that may look like the TI's own voice. V2K can also use to induce or manipulate dreams or to deprived TI sleeps. 

Microwave Auditory Effect 

The microwave auditory effect, also known as the microwave hearing effect or the Frey effect, consists of the human                   

perception of audible clicks, or even speech, induced by pulsed or modulated radio frequencies. The communications are                 

generated directly inside the human head without the need of any receiving electronic device. The effect was first reported by                    

persons working in the vicinity of radar transponders during World War II. In 1961, the American neuroscientist Allan H. Frey                    

studied this phenomenon and was the first to publish information on the nature of the microwave auditory effect.[1][2]
The cause                    

is thought to be thermoelastic expansion of portions of the auditory apparatus,[3]
although competing theories explain the results                  

of holographic interferometry tests differently. 

Voice To Skull Devices 

Nonlethal weapon which includes (1) a neuro-electromagnetic device which uses microwave transmission of sound into the skull of 

persons or animals by way of pulse-modulated microwave radiation; and (2) a silent sound device which can transmit sound into the 

skull of person or animals. NOTE: The sound modulation may be voice or audio subliminal messages. One application of V2K is use as 

an electronic scarecrow to frighten birds in the vicinity of airports. 
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COMING! TI Guide 
Resource page on TIs Fight 

Back website where 

targeted individuals can go 

seeking info on where to go, 

who to talk to and letters to 

write about your targeting 

experience.  Knowing every 

outlet from city, state, and 

government levels to tackle 

your targeting and where to 

report it.  

 
COMING! The 

Unabomber A Mkultra 
Experiment Gone Bad 

Article  
Did they train him to be an       

assassin then locked him up     

for doing it. 

 

COMING!  TI Book 
Club 

Starting a targeted   

individual book club, where    

we would discuss articles,    

documents, court cases etc    

would play a huge part in      

helping tis fight for freedom     

from covert harassment.   

More details coming soon. 

 

COMING!  TI Chat 
Support 

Targeted individuals who   

are wanting to give support     

to fellow TIs. Can volunteer     

and offer support at their     

convenience.

 
COMING!  

TI Puzzles/Crossword 
Activites  

COMING!  Britney 
Spears 

 and mind control 

COMING! TI 
REVIEWS!  

All targeted individuals deal    

with businesses/  

corporations and their   

product or services. It is     

suggested that we have a     

spot to write those    

reviews.Writing a review   

will let other TIs know     

about your experience. For    

far to long these organized     

businesses and their   

employees that represent   

them have gotten away with     

organized crime. Its time to     

stand up and make them  

take notice that our money     

will not be spent with     

businesses who don't treat    

us with respect. They don't     

have to support our TIs     

cause but they will    

RESPECT us as a paying     

customer. TIs are   

constantly bullied and   

manipulated by these   

businesses who listen to    

voice to skull commands    

and or gang stalked by the      

perps who represent the    

business. It's time to let     

others know that   

unsatisfactory customer  

service will not be tolerated.     

In addition if you travel TIs      

need to know what places     

that don't target and which     

ones that do. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transponder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroscientist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_auditory_effect#cite_note-Frey-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_auditory_effect#cite_note-Slow_Digital-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_auditory_effect#cite_note-prevoccup-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holographic_interferometry
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1CAKSOU_enCR882&sxsrf=ALeKk01KdnV9Dr1PQtkOk0h3c6izRhxefA:1601873956336&q=assassin&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjPpJHB1ZzsAhXDwFkKHTdCAl8QBSgAegQIKRAo
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Trump Was Their Voter    

Fraud, YES Can You PROVE     

it NO 

Author JusticeTI 

Hello welcome to a targeted individual world. 

Trumps sees the manipulation but cant prove it. This is the everyday life             

of a targeted individual. Although most of us TIs have solid proof that             

this is happening coming together to prove it is another thing. That's            

why the technology keeps us divided and strife among us. Only the            

smart TIs have figured this out. Yet what may seem difficult but not             

impossible is to overcome these government perps that get sent in to            

keep us divided. If they don't keep us divided its their careers,            

livelihood, and ass on the line of being possible prosecuted for these            

crimes. Trust me being outed for what they are unethically doing to us in              

the privacy of our own homes is not an option for them to be exposed.               

Lets hypothetically think what will happen if Trump exposes what our           

government is doing behind peoples backs, disrupting their lives, and          

creating chaos, who would stand up and fight. That paved road for some             

of them in their current positions happen because of them being a silent             

majority.  

 

 

CIA's secret brainwashing   

experiment: Former patients sue    

U.S. government (1984) - The Fifth      

Estate 

Former patients who were subjected to CIA and Canadian         

government-funded brainwashing experiments at Montreal's Allan      

Memorial Institute launched lawsuits against the U.S. government. They         

claimed their lives were disrupted forever as a result of the experiments. 

Youtube  

 
Author Hai Bar Barcal 

 

To the Vice   

President elect Mrs.   

Kamala Harris. 
 

Gino Barcal  

E-mail: haibarbarcal@gmail.com 

Fone: (972) 54-903-7576 

POBox: 2318 Zip Code: 8812201 Israel 

Website: 

 Tel Aviv, December 01 2020. 

  

To the Vice President elect Mrs. Kamala       

Harris. 

  

I would like to request your attention and         

help in this case of extreme urgency. I am         

under torture and under attempt of      

assassination through a Remote Neural     

Monitoring System (RNM) for almost 16      

years, and in the last 9 years they are         

torturing me 24 hours a day. 

  

I would like to request from the        

Government of the United States asylum or       

temporary protection status in the CIA      

Farm, and that my brain frequency will be        

syntonized by the USA Intelligence, and      

through my brain frequency the     

psychopath's RNM transmissions will be     

tracked.      Full Article   

  

Author JusticeTI 

http://tisfightback.com/author/target
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vOjMQT5dvN8&list=PLlTwc05CALtnkVsOpcEyA40yZhLfJiqdR&index=78&ab_channel=TheFifthEstate
http://tisfightback.com/author/hai-bar
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Neural-Weapons-RNM-Remote-Neural-Monitoring/309180162561405
http://tisfightback.com/neural-weapons-3
http://tisfightback.com/author/target

